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Next Stop the JNF webinar: The Villages under
the JNF parks. December 5th, 4.00pm

The JNF solicits contributions around the world to build parks and
forests which cover up crime scenes across Israel/Palestine.
Join Mick Napier in conversation with Heidi Grunebaum (South
Africa), Palestinian Kholoud al Ajarma and a member of BDS
Stuttgart. We hope also to be joined by a Canadian comrade.

The remains of 3 villages,
including Ajjur...

...lie buried under British
Park...

Register here.
JNF: covering up crimes with parks and forests.
We have grown used to big business corporations dressing up
their activities as if they existed only to bring light into a dark
world. The JNF is no slouch when it comes to covering up its
ethnic cleansing activities in turning land redeemed from
Palestinians into leisure parks for Israeli Jews.
Even better: to establish connections between the parks and
forests that it builds and the people who contributed money
for this transfer, it gives the places names associated with the
donors - like the picture here of "British Park" shows.
Of course, what is not referred to is the fact that these leisure
facilities have been established on what were the homes and
lands of Palestinians.The "gift" was not the giver's to give.

...many rightful land owners
live in refugee camps, like
Aida, to this day.

Read more: Parks featured in
December 5th webinar.

The Worldwide Family of the JNF-KKL
(This is one strand of a submission to the Fundraising
Regulator, objecting to JNF UK's misleading publicity.)

Uri Davis gives a concise account of British Park here The JNF UK stresses in its publicity that it is separate and
distinct from the Israeli KKL, yet there's a lot of evidence to
(Page 21ff)
contradict this. JNF-KKL is, in fact, a worldwide body, with
This article from Electronic Intifada shows how Stop the global offices and branches in many countries, united for the
JNF activists from South Africa feel about "their" JNF park. same purpose of the ethnic cleansing of Palestine.
Here Electronic Intifada reports on Canada Park and a This close linkage is confirmed by an agreement between JNF
UK and KKL-JNF in Israel, dated 12th November 2008, which
recent challenge to the JNF there.
includes the following points: “The KKL agreed to grant to JNFCT
This piece by Jonathan Cook gives insights into what lies (Jewish National Fund Charitable Trust) a 50-year licence to use
behind (and beneath) JNF forests and parks.
trademarks in connection with its charitable object, subject to
NOTE: a short film by Jonathan is embedded in this payment”.
article.
“JNFCT and KKL agree to co-operate to identify projects in Israel
JNF's Argentinian Cover-up
which are suitable for funding by JNFCT. JNFCT will remit a
majority of its charitable funds (net of expenses and excluding
monies donated for specified purposes) to those projects.”

“JNFCT must pay all donations to projects in Israel through KKL,
provided that where the project is not administered by KKL, KKL
will pay the relevant donation to the party administering the
project forthwith without any deduction or set-off.”
In 2010, a solidarity visit of the JNF UK to Israel served as a
good opportunity for the Chairman, Samuel Hayek, to mark
the end of a longstanding disagreement which had
temporarily caused a rift between the Jewish National Fund
UK and KKL-JNF. Hayek declared: "The message that I am
conveying to the world today is that JNF UK has returned to
the bosom of the large global family of KKL-JNF…".
In its coverage of the trip, the Jewish Chronicle referred to
JNF UK as “one of its (KKL-JNF’s) most important branches in
the world.” (PK) Read more here.
General Videla, Argentine Dictator 1976-81

KKL - JNF : Covering up on an International Scale
“Here there is rejuvenation not only of nature, but also of the spirit, ” said Argentine Supreme Court President
Ricardo Lorenzetti on a 2017 visit to Ben Shemen Forest Park’s JNF Memoria Forest, established in Israel to
supposedly honour the 30,000 Argentines who were murdered - “disappeared” - by the brutal military Junta that
ruled the country between 1976 and 1983. In the JNF forest in Israel, Lorenzetti called for international solidarity and
cooperation in defending human rights.
KKL-JNF Latin American Department Director Ariel Goldgewicht told the distinguished Argentine and Israeli guests at
the event that the Memoria Forest helped Israelis to “learn about the tragic history of that period” from engraved
stones with the names of the many Argentine Jews who were made to disappear .
It is doubtful that this JNF forest will teach anyone about how Argentinian Jews were singled out for torture and murder.
The anti-semitic Junta leader, Videla, viewed Israel as a close military ally and by the second year of Videla’s rule Israel’s
ambassador in Argentina boasted that "since the military junta came to power there has been an improvement in the
relations between Israel and Argentina". After the US Congress imposed an arms embargo on the military dictatorship,
Israel quickly filled the gap and by the end of 1987 30 per cent of Israeli arms exports went to Argentina, worth $2 billion,
equivalent to over $50 billion in today’s money.(MN) Read more here

Recommended Read

Shira Robinson, "Citizen Strangers,
Palestinians and
the Birth of Israel’s Liberal Settler State."
(Stanford University Press, 2013, California)
When recounting the history of Palestine, even supporters
of the Palestinian struggle have a tendency to jump from
1948 to 1967, as if in the period between the first and
second brutal colonisations, nothing much happened that
is worth recalling.
Yet, sandwiched between these two dates are the
experiences of what Ilan Pappe has called the “forgotten
Palestinians”, the 150,000 who stayed on the land after
the Zionists carved out a Jewish state, taking over 425
villages and eleven cities, expelling or forcing their
inhabitants to flee as they destroyed and expropriated
their houses and assets.
The major powers and international humanitarian
organisations only too willingly left the Palestinians
remaining in Israel to their fate. Post-1967, liberal Zionists
would reflect on Israel’s first two decades as a golden age
of democracy, a period of benign Zionism that was spoiled
through the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza
empowering right-wing settlers to turn Israel into a
militarist and racist state.
Shira Robinson’s well
documented history dismantles this myth.

The opposition to the JNF is international.

IJAN is honoured to be a founding organisation of the Stop
the JNF campaign. We are an international network of
Jewish people committed to struggles for human survival
and emancipation, of which the liberation of the Palestinian
people and land is an indispensable part. We protest
Zionism’s theft of Palestinian land through the
instrumentality of the JNF, destroying Palestinian families,
communities and way of life. We are committed to the right
of return for Palestinian refugees.
Like many others, IJAN knows that the JNF was essential to
the 1948 Nakba, and continues to play a central role in
maintaining and expanding Israeli apartheid. It controls
vast areas belonging to millions of Palestinians barring
them from leasing, building on, managing or working their
own land. JNF's forests, parks and recreational facilities
have been planted and built on the ruins of hundreds of
destroyed and depopulated Palestinian villages to veil from
public view the continuing Israeli attempts to erase all
traces of Palestine and Palestinians.
We follow a great Jewish tradition encapsulated by the
expression “To be a Jew means always being with the
oppressed and never the oppressors,” (Marek Edelman, a
leader of the Warsaw ghetto uprising). The JNF is not Jewish
but Zionist, and Zionist in the sense used by Einstein,
Arendt & others in their 1948 letter, describing the Israeli
party Herut, precursor to Likud, as “a manifestation of
fascism”. (MK)

Rogues' Gallery: spot the odd one out!

Israel had no golden age. (PK)
Read more here

Why not visit the Stop the JNF UK
website and subscribe to our Youtube
Channel!
Answer: Blair and Brown and Hotovely are ptrons of JNF UK.
Only Cameron isn't.

